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The Glory of Grace
Most people think of weakness as purely negative, but
true Christianity embraces weakness as a way of life.
In this collection of meditations on 2 Corinthians,
renowned Bible scholar and theologian J. I. Packer
reflects on the central importance of weakness for the
Christian life. He exhorts readers to look to Christ for
strength, affirmation, and contentment in the midst of
their own sin and frailty. Now in his mid-eighties,
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Packer mediates on the truths of Scripture with
pastoral warmth and exegetical care, drawing on
lessons learned from the experience of growing older
and coming face-to-face with his own mortality.
Overflowing with wisdom gleaned from a life of
obedience to Christ and dependence on his Word, this
encouraging book ultimately directs readers to the
God who promises to be ever-present and allsufficient.

Concise Theology
“This book is a helpful introduction to one of the
greatest theologians our world has known and a
healthy enticement to feed on Owen’s writings for a
lifetime.” —Joel R. Beeke, President, Puritan Reformed
Theological Seminary; author, Reformed Preaching;
coauthor, Reformed Systematic Theology More than
three centuries after his death, Puritan theologian
John Owen continues to have an impact on readers. In
his eight million published words, he addressed a
wide range of topics, from theological and biblical
commentary to social and political issues. In this
survey of Owen’s life and work, Crawford Gribben
captures the vision of the Christian life that Owen
himself lived out—and hoped his readers would live
out as well.

Finding God's Will
Seeking God's guidance is a focus for many believers.
We want to know what God has planned for our lives.
Are we making the right decision? Are we in his will?
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For some people, knowing God is guiding their lives
makes them relax and enjoy the ride. But others fear
making the wrong choice and find themselves
paralyzed as they wait for signs from above. J. I.
Packer and Carolyn Nystrom answer these fears with
God's Will. With solid biblical footing, they shed light
on the notion of God's guidance in response to the
many misunderstandings well-meaning Christians can
have. Readers seeking God's will in major life
decisions, as well as anyone interested in
understanding how God guides us, will welcome this
practical and inspiring book.

Rediscovering Holiness
Scripture places high priority on the disciplemaking
capacity of the church, This book shows how to
accomplish it. Foreword by Howard Ball.

GOOD OLD AGE.
My soul is in anguish. How long, O Lord, how long?'
(Psalm 6:8) Personal tragedy and heartache. Accident,
illness and infirmity. Drought, earthquake, tsunami.
Terrorist atrocities. War, genocide, poverty, famine.
All we have to do is live long enough, and we will
suffer in one way or another. In this new edition of an
excellent, widely appreciated study, Don Carson
addresses the issue of evil and suffering with
sensitivity, pastoral concern and biblical insight. He
helps Christians prepare for the day when they have
to experience a 'frowning providence', and face it with
faith and hope because of an unshakable trust in the
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providence of God.

Hot Tub Religion
Praying is a problem for many people. Christians often
go through the motions of prayer because it is
expected of them, but they are often left wondering,
"Did God hear me? Does he even care?" In his book
Praying the Lord's Prayer, an excerpt from Growing in
Christ, J. I. Packer presents a powerful truth: prayer is
a natural activity between the Heavenly Father and
his children. As Packer works through each phrase of
Christ's pattern of prayer, readers will begin to grasp
the basic principles and guidelines of prayer. As
readers apply the truths of this book to their prayer
lives, they will experience intimate communication
with God and will strengthen their own conversations
with their Father in heaven.

Taking God Seriously
They're often mistakenly considered God's "rules"-his
outdated list of do's and don'ts that add up to a guiltridden, legalistic way of life. But as beloved author
and Bible scholar J. I. Packer probes the purpose and
true meaning of the Ten Commandments, you'll
discover that these precepts can aptly be called God's
blueprint for the best life possible. They contain the
wisdom and priorities everyone needs for relational,
spiritual, and societal blessing-and it's all coming from
a loving heavenly Father who wants the best for his
children. Not only does Packer deliver these truths in
brief, readable segments, but he includes discussion
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questions and ideas for further study at the end of
each chapter. This book will challenge you to view the
commandments with new eyes and help you to
understand-perhaps for the first time-the health,
hope, and heritage you're offered there.

Weakness Is the Way
A timely and practical collection of essays and
thoughts on contemporary Christian living from a
concerned theologian.

A Quest for Godliness
Who were the Puritans? What did they seek to
achieve? What were their successes and failures? Are
they of any importance to Christians today? We firmly
believe that all Christians need to discover the
important story of how these men and women sought
to follow Jesus Christ. Their convictions resulted in a
brave and joyful faith, and the writing they have left
us on the Christian life continues to be a rich resource
for our own discipleship. Meeting the Puritans by
listening to them has enriched both of us more than
we can express. And so, in The Glory of Grace, we
want to introduce you to people who had a deep love
for Jesus Christ and a great vision for the Christian
life. We all have much to learn‚]‚€‚] Each chapter
contains a concise introduction followed by carefully
selected excerpts from key Puritan works, together
with suggestions for further reading.

Praying the Lord's Prayer
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This volume brings together, for the first time, the
addresses given by Dr Lloyd-Jones at the Puritan
Studies and Westminster Conferences between 1959
and 1978.

Keeping the Ten Commandments
"There was a time," writes renowned theologian J. I.
Packer in this classic book on biblical holiness, "when
all Christians laid great emphasis on God's call to
holiness. But how different it is today! To listen to our
sermons and to read the books we write, and then to
watch the zany, worldly, quarrelsome way we behave,
you would never imagine that once the highway of
holiness was clearly marked out for Bible-believers."
In this revised and updated edition of Rediscovering
Holiness, the highway is once more clearly marked
out for a new generation of readers, pointing to true
freedom and joy, both now and in eternity.

Evangelism and the Openness of God
In this classic book, John Stott shows that Christian
mission must encompass both evangelism and social
action. He offers careful definitions of five key termsmission, evangelism, dialogue, salvation and
conversion. Through a thorough biblical exploration of
these concepts, Stott provides a model for ministry to
people's spiritual and physical needs alike. Ultimately,
Stott points to the example of Jesus, who modeled
both the Great Commission of proclamation and the
Great Commandment of love and service. This
balanced, holistic approach to mission points the way
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forward for the work of the church in the world.
Market/Audience Church Leaders Pastors Students
Those interested in Evangelism Endorsements 'A
short but exceedingly powerful book. Packer shows
that rather than precluding evangelism, God's
sovereignty provides the most powerful incentive and
support for it . . . Contains impressive depth and
contains a thorough and satisfying treatment of the
subject.' - DiscerningReader.com 'I've often
recommended this book to faithful Christians who are
confused about how they are to think about prayer,
missions, giving-any area in which our efforts could
be wrongly pitted against God's own necessary
action. Packer introduces us to clear truths, handles
Scripture with exemplary care, and supplies us with
just the right amount of illustrations and application.' From the foreword by Mark Dever, senior pastor,
Capitol Hill Baptist Church, Washington, D.C. Features
and Benefits New mass market edition of a classic
InterVarsity Press work on divine sovereignty and
human responsibility Challenges extreme views on
both sides of the issue Outlines a proper incentive
and support for evangelism Over 100,000 copies in
print

Following God Fully
Theology matters! At last it can be understood easily,
thanks to this “layman's language” approach to
biblical belief. Authored by J. I. Packer, one of the
premier theologians of Christianity, this summary of
Christian teaching covers nearly 100 major Christian
beliefs from a Reformed perspective. Brief, easy-toPage 7/18
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understand chapters offer precise descriptions
without sacrificing depth. Thoughtfully arranged and
refreshingly readable, this is a book that belongs on
the shelf of every Christian.

God's Will
The Apostles' Creed is the oldest, most beautiful
succinct summary of Christian beliefs. Though often
recited in unison during worship services, the creed
begins with the phrase "I believe," making it a deeply
personal profession of faith. But when was the last
time you examined it closely? In Affirming the
Apostles' Creed, an excerpt from Growing in Christ,
noted Bible scholar and author J. I. Packer explains
the meaning and implications of each phrase of this
great creed. Each concise chapter serves as an
invitation to dive further into the creed-and as a
result, into the essentials of the Christian faith-by
concluding with discussion questions and Bible
passages for further study.

J. I. Packer
A year's worth of devotions are drawn from J. I.
Packer's much-loved classic of Christian spirituality,
Knowing God.

Laid-back Religion?
Thinning hair, failing eyesight, and arthritic hands
reveal an inescapable truth: we’re only getting older.
But that doesn’t mean we should simply sit back and
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take it easy. In Finishing Our Course with Joy,
renowned theologian and author J. I. Packer
challenges us to embrace old age as an opportunity
for continued learning, careful planning, and heartfelt
discipleship. Packer’s pastoral words and personal
stories encourage us to press on toward the upward
call of God with endurance and grace—that we might
continue to glorify God in our aging and finish our
lives with joy.

An Introduction to John Owen
James I. Packer, the son of a Gloucester railway clerk,
rose to become one of the most influential
evangelical, theological and spiritual writers of the
twentieth century. He is widely admired as a
theologian with a rare gift of being able to
communicate his ideas with clarity and passion to a
wide variety of audiences. Many Christians have
identified him as one of the greatest influences of
their lives. Packer has authored more than 300 works
over fifty years of his writing ministry. From this
massive body of literature, Alister McGrath has
selected sixteen core writings, faithfully representing
both Packer's personal interests (such as the
authority of Scripture, the relationship of theology and
spirituality, and the importance of 'great tradition'
Christianity), and the various phases of his career.
Each of these writings is carefully introduced and set
in its theological, historical and biographical context,
and is followed by questions for further study to help
readers interact with the texts. The work also includes
an informative introduction to the life and career of J.I.
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Packer. ALISTER McGRATH is Professor of Theology,
Ministry and Education, and Head of the Centre for
Theology, Religion and Culture at King's College,
London. He is the author of numerous books,
including " J.I. Packer: A Biography. "

Evangelism and the Sovereignty of God
Growing in Christ explains just that—how to grow in
Christ. As this book shows, we mature spiritually by
carefully learning and thoughtfully living the
essentials of the Christian faith that are too often
taken for granted or overlooked in our daily lives.
These essentials—so beautifully summarized in the
Apostle's Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten
Commandments—provide the heart of the book,
which Dr. Packer explores and applies to daily life in a
clear and refreshing way. Study questions and Bible
passages follow each chapter for further individual or
group study. Speaking to Christians of all
backgrounds and denominations, the newly converted
as well as the lifelong believer, Dr. Packer reminds us
that Christianity is not instinctive. Ours is a faith that
must be learned, and we must never stop striving to
mature.

Resolving Everyday Conflict
J. I. Packer was one of the most influential evangelical
theological and spiritual writers of the twentieth
century. In this beautiful recollection of Packer's life
and faith, Alister McGrath explores his many
contributions to theology and spirituality, engagingly
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setting out the central themes of his work for a new
generation of readers.

Knowing Christianity
Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step with the
Spirit (Galatians 5:25). The Holy Spirit empowers us,
guides us, and enables us to grow and endure in our
relationship with the Father through Jesus Christ.
Often the most misunderstood member of the Trinity,
the person of the Spirit continues to attract attention
today amidst church revivals and renewals. In this
new edition of his classic Keep in Step with the Spirit,
J. I. Packer seeks to help Christians reaffirm the
biblical call to holiness and the Spirit s role in keeping
our covenant with God. Packer guides us through the
riches and depth of the Spirit s work, assesses
versions of holiness and the charismatic life, and
shows how Christ must always be at the centre of true
Spirit-led ministry. A new chapter explores Christian
assurance. With abiding relevance and significance,
Keep in Step with the Spirit sets forth vital knowledge
for healthy and joyous Christian living, through
understanding and experience of God the Holy Spirit.
Here is a book for every serious believer to read and
re-read.

A Quest for Godliness
In Evangelism and the Openness of God, Vaughn
Baker argues that a dynamic concept of God as
articulated in open theism better serves the
evangelistic mission of the church than does
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conventional theology. Open theism affirms an
ontology of love as opposed to power, and it focuses
on God's kenosis in creation, allowing for the
authentic freedom of creation influenced by divine
persuasion. God's genuine temporal relationship with
creation--one that is open, synergist, and noncoercive--provides a new perspective for evangelistic
activity. In this volume the author has made a
valuable contribution to the integration of new
developments in theology and evangelism.

Among God's Giants
John Owen on the Christian Life expounds Owen's
teaching on the fundamental themes. It also stands
on its own as a study in pastoral theology.

Sacred Dissertations on the Lord's
Prayer: 24
The J.I. Packer Collection
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
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public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

Finishing Our Course with Joy
The Puritans
The Disciple-Making Church
This book offers updated explanations of the sins of
interpretation to teach sound grammatical, lexical,
cultural, theological, and historical Bible study
practices. "A must for teachers, pastors, and serious
Bible students."--Journal of the Evangelical
Theological Society

A Quest for Godliness
A moving and challenging exploration of the
teachings and beliefs of the Puritans, this book calls
today's Christians to move from spiritual superficiality
and follow the Puritans' example of spiritual maturity.

THE DEATH OF DEATH IN THE DEATH OF
CHRIST
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Explaining the essentials of the faith, renowned
theologian and author Dr. J. I. Packer outlines the core
commitments that are common to those of us who
profess belief in Jesus. Here is a call to discipleship in
mere Christianity—the business of taking God
seriously.

Knowing God Through the Year
Ken Sande, author of the bestselling classic The
Peacemaker, has long been a trusted resource on the
topic of conflict resolution. In Resolving Everyday
Conflict, Sande distills his message to the essentials,
quickly equipping readers with the tools they need to
bring peace to their relationships. Everyone
encounters conflict--whether it be with a coworker,
family member, friend, or complete stranger. And yet
we all desire harmony in our relationships. Resolving
Everyday Conflict is a practical, biblical, concise guide
to peacemaking in everyday life that can turn
tumultuous relationships into peaceful ones.

Growing in Christ
Exegetical Fallacies
Over the last sixty years, J. I. Packer has exerted a
steady and remarkable influence on evangelicalism.
In this biography, well-known scholar Leland Ryken
acquaints us with Packer’s life, heart, and mind,
tracing the outworking of God’s sovereign plan
through his childhood, intellectual pursuits, and
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professional life. Filled with personal anecdotes and
little-known facts, this appreciative volume sheds
light on the key themes that have given shape to
Packer’s life and thought, highlighting his enduring
significance for Christians today.

Keep in Step with the Spirit (second
edition)
"A basic introduction to who the Puritans were, with
biographical accounts of some of the leading Puritans
and a summary of their approach to theology and the
Christian life"--

J. I. Packer
Surveys the teachings and beliefs of the Puritans, and
calls today's Christians to follow their example of
spiritual maturity.

The Doctrine of the Christian Life
J. I. Packer shows how God makes his will known and
warns against common pitfalls in seeking guidance.

John Owen on the Christian Life
One of the leading authorities on the Puritans, J. I.
Packer introduces us to their rich theology and deep
spirituality. The writings of the Puritans continue to
profoundly reward readers and here Packer brings
them alive in an inspiring way to encourage a new
generation to experience their delights.
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Puritan Portraits
This study guide provides twenty-two studies, one for
each chapter of J. I. Packer's classic Knowing God.

How long, O Lord? (2nd edition)
The Death of Death in the Death of Christ is John
Owen's definitive work on the extent of the
atonement. It is a polemical work, designed to show
among other things that the doctrine of universal
redemption is unscriptural and destructive of the
gospel. It was called forth by the progress in England
of Arminianism and the half-way house of
Amyraldianism adopted by Baxter, Davenant and
Usher.

Affirming the Apostles' Creed
When so many crave the latest self-improvement plan
or the most recent religious experience, J. I. Packer
turns our attention to realities far larger and longerlasting than anything our self-absorbed society can
offer. In this book he lays out before us his grandest
panorama yet of the magnificent landscape we call
the Christian faith. He begins with the only proper
foundation for spiritual experience--the central
doctrines of God, the Bible, Christ and the Holy Spirit.
From here he leads us to the principal elements of the
Christian life--growth in Christ, prayer to our Father,
worship of our God, fellowship with other believers
and our responsibilities as citizens. His sweeping
survey of this spiritual terrain concludes appropriately
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with a consideration of the ultimate end of our
existence here on earth--the reality of an afterlife,
God's judgment and our reign with the ascended
Christ. While spiritual fads fade from the scene as
quickly as they arise, here is the lasting, unchanging
truth of the God who has been our help in ages past
and will be our hope for years to come.

Knowing God Study Guide
The third volume of Frame's Theology of Lordship
series, this book focuses on biblical ethics. In an age
of ethical relativism and suspicion of authority, how
can we know what is good, virtuous, or just? Frame
surveys non-Christian ethical traditions before setting
forth a solidly Christian ethical method. By clarifying
biblical norms, life situations, and personal
dimensions, he presents a model for decision making
that honors God in all aspects of life. Discussions
range from natural law and conflict of duties to
detailed explorations of the Ten Commandments in
connection with questions surrounding worship, the
Sabbath, church and state, respect for life and truth,
sexuality, and the relation of Christ to culture.
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